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The Rydo Canal is one of the greatest construction works of the 19th century, and is the oldest continuously operated canal in North America. The Rydo Canal and Waterway were recognized as the National Historic Landmark in 1926 and the Canadian River in 2000. In 2007, the United Nations declared
it a World Heritage Site, celebrating its 175th anniversary. He was recognized by UNESCO for his place in canadian history, his amazing engineering exploits, as well as its beauty and importance for the development of the area, both commercial and recreational. The flow of the Tripping Canal Rido on
TVO.ORG for the amazing experience of a 4-hour cruise in an antique red boat in real time from Manotica in flight 8 castles in Ottawa. Tripping Rydo Canal World Class Cruising: From Ottawa, Ontario, the capital of Canada on the Ottawa River to Kingston, Ontario to Lake Ontario, the historic Rideau
Waterway can be explored by boat, car and bicycle. The Rydo Waterway and its water towns are one of the most popular tourist and recreational areas in Ontario. Every year tens of thousands of boats pass through its castles, and millions visit its parks, beaches and historic sites. A waterway, an
engineering marvel and amazing achievements in 1826, it is a series of rivers, lakes and wetlands connected by artificial canals and castles that runs through the rock and forest of the Canadian Shield, farms and small towns - truly the cruiser's dream. Canal and castles: The 198-kilometer (123-mile)
waterway has 45 castles at 22 castle stations (only 10% of the total length), which connects the chain of grazing lakes and rivers. The Rydo River depletes 4,234 sq km of land, much of eastern Ontario. Most lock stations operate manually using the same mechanisms that were used in 1832. The massive
wooden gates and sand canal walls that have preserved most of the castles are engineering marvels. Only 3 locks are not manually controlled. The season is from mid-May to mid-October. Opening hours change with the day of the week and the time of year. In spring and autumn, contact Beveridges
Lockstation Station (613-359-5377) to arrange a lockdown in the Thai Channel. Water depth: The maximum size of the boat, which can usually use a waterway canal and locks 27.4 m (90ft) long, 7.9 m (26ft) wide, 6.7m (22ft) high, and 1.5m (5ft) deep. If your boat is near these limits, or there are droughts,
contact the canal office before planning a cruise through the waterway. (Channel Facts) Water level is controlled by dams and locks, but floods or drought can affect water levels in windowsills and above-ground gaps (the fixed gap of the bridge in Beckets-M planting is 6.7 m). Check the notifications for
sailors or ask any master locking about water levels. Cruise Planning: If You're a Boat more than 1.2 metres (4'), contact the Rideau Canal office before entering the The water level is controlled by a number of dams, but rain and weather can limit the project and altitude that can pass through the
waterway. The list of packing a boat for a cruise on the canal can save you, forgetting something important - like binoculars! Small boats less than 4.3m (14') can pass through Kingston La Sal Covey to the Rydo Waterway using the Eastern Boat Canal; Taller boats must wait until the elevator bridge
opens. How long will it take?, everyone asks. It depends on the time of year, the weather and your boat habits. The spring/autumn lock clock is shorter. In summer, it takes at least 4 days to travel 202 km. water route to the top of Ottawa castles - unless you stop and get lucky with the weather and lock
schedules. Ottawa castles take another day to reach the Ottawa River. The end of July and the long weekend in August is the busiest period and may take longer. The canoe takes 6 to 12 days. Planning stops to visit the shore and the days of rain will allow you to enjoy the trip more. Night docks, toilets,
picnic tables, garbage disposal and ice are available at most lock stations. Some of them have sockets and showers. Toilets are sometimes locked for hours. The channel fee is charged for blocking and docking separately - multi-day and annual passes are available. Channel staff can answer your
questions, or Parks Canada or their contacts). Boats can moor during the day at some city docks such as Portland and Seeley Bay and berths for purchase. Some restaurants offer docks for customers. City docks often have toilets and parks nearby, and even free Wi-Fi. Some cities (Westport, Kingston)
charge a day's docking fee. There are large walking trails at many local stations such as Ottawa, Burritts Rapids, Merrickville, Jones Falls and Kingston Mills. This cruising guide is organized by cities along the waterway. Enjoy the ride! Take sunscreen, bug repellent, camera, and possibly fishing gear.
Read the diary provided by the boatmen who made the trip. Our links provide more information (lockout procedures, rules, channel facts, ...) Distance between cities/cities: Ottawa (0 km) - capital of Canada, Ottawa River Merrickville (74) - the small town of Smiths Falls (97) - a large city that supplies
Westport (134) - the small town of Newborough (141) - the small town of Kingston (202 km) - the city, the beaches of Lake Ontario: public beaches along the waterway are often man-my and located in campsites, nature reserves and city parks. Here are a few: Costs: You can buy a lock pass and night
docking from Lockmaster or Canal offices. Just a few decades ago, locking and docking were free, but today only daytime docking is free. Visit pay to park at lockouts near cities. Camping can often be organized for boaters traveling on the waterway. Food docks are available for a fee at resorts, piers,
cities and some stations. In 2013, Parks Canada Canada Rideau Canal watches and channel lock and mooring fees have been frozen for 3 years. Hopefully heritage channels can work effectively without inaccessible fees. (Boat in Canada News) Celtic Cross near the mouth of the canal says: In memory
of the 1000 workers and their families who died building this channel 1826-1832. Buoys: Rocks and stumps lurk outside red and green spar buoys. From Kingston or Ottawa, you raise with each castle going upstream, so the red pointy buoys are to your right and the green flat buoys to your left. The
simple rule of red on the right when returning upstream - red, right, returning. (Place a piece of tape on a wheel marked red and green to remind you, and draw it to Newborough.) In New Locksboro the castles take you back downstream, and the buoys back - red buoys on the left (port) side and green
buoys to your right (right side). Awakenings: Speed limits and no wake-up zones are clearly marked with floating markers. Watch your awakening - swimmers, fishermen and rowers can be easily injured. Boat wakes are a serious problem at the Rideau Waterway. Local and provincial police and parks in
Canada are working together to address this problem. Slow down and enjoy the waterways - loon will thank you. Don't miss out: Talk to lock staff. Shop at farmers markets. Anchor in Moreton Bay. Catch the fish. Stop in Westport to shop, eat, or go to the bay on Thursday night! Boat-clock under a shady
tree on Narrow Lock. Visit Livingston Island (Colonel By). Follow the Tay Channel to Perth. Dine at Merrickville. Take a walk along the Burritts Rapids Trail and buy ice cream to reward yourself. Stop at the village of Manotic Dock in Mahogany Harbour to tour the heritage mill and buy materials on the way
back. Stay in Ottawa, the capital of Canada, to visit the Houses of Parliament and national museums near the castles. And if your time is right, you can watch Canada Day fireworks with your boat docked to the canal wall. A once-in-a-lifetime experience! This guide takes you from Kingston north to
Ottawa. So on with the cruise ... It is located at the intersection of the Rydo River, Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River. The East leads you to the Thousand Islands (sigh) and Seaway. The West leads you to the protected waters of the area of the quint. Check the cruising tips before entering Kingston
Harbour. The first choice is the Confederate pool on the waterfront in the centre of the city behind the Martello Tower (the entrance north of the light on waterless water. showers and ice are on the shore. Shore. better than most - you get a map to enter the docks. There is a grocery store a few blocks from
the pool (north of Princess St.), next to the liquor store (which sells beer). The beer shop and another supermarket are on a long walk along Princess Street. The last time I took a taxi back, the driver moved my shopping to the dock cart without even asking! I won't recommend restaurants - too many good
within a short walk. In summer, the park in front of the town hall (a large building with a clock tower and a windmill on top) has daily entertainment. There's a farmers market behind it several times a week where you can buy vegetables, pastries, flowers and crafts. You are close to the Kingston Theatre,
the Maritime Museum, the Royal University and the Fort. If you're bored with Kingston, jump on a free ferry (or take your own boat) for a short trip to Wolfe Island. You can dine at the Wolfe Island Inn if you reserve weeks in advance. Portsmouth Harbour (Olympic Pool) This large marina west of Kingston
Harbour has a marine shop and restaurant. Between the two large berths, the Kingston Yacht Club also takes small boats from mutual yacht clubs. Small piers are located inside the bridge leading to the Rydo Waterway. Frontenac, the first steamer to navigate Lake Ontario, was built and launched near
Kingston, then a shipbuilding center, on September 7, 1816. Kingston Mills Larger cruisers heading to Kingston Mills, who cannot clear the bridge's fixed span should check the bridge's lift schedule in advance, as it does not open during rush hour (3 - 6pm). Kingston Mills is a Canadian port of entry for
ships that arrive directly in the United States(Entry to Canada by boat). From Kingston Mills to Newborough, boats enter the locks to the bottom, and the castle lifts them up. At Kingston Mills you'll meet boaters and rowers from all over the world! There is a nice museum and translators to keep you busy
while you wait. Trains can keep you awake here, so continue for a quieter stay. The upper and lower castles of the brewers Here you can visit the Doner Gallery in the historic Washburn Mill to the west of the bridge. It has local art, metal sculptures and garden art. The small studio has stunning silver
jewelry. You can also go apple picking at Waddell Apple Orchards. It feels like you're in the desert, but you can get a gourmet picnic delivered on a boat from Wendy's Mobile Market, which includes color coordinated linen, napkins and utensils. Everything is good in life! Seeley's Bay On the way to Jones
Falls Lockstation you pass through a mixture of small lakes and canals that wind through granite rock. Seeley's Bay village is out of the waterway but has a public jetty also used boats, plus berths and main shops. Moreton Bay, continuing north, Moreton Bay is a beautiful bay surrounded by tree-lined
hills. The turn to the bay is marked red-green buoy compound. You can anchor or even tie up Rock Dundar in a small boat. The rock rises to 84 m (275') - for those with hiking boots, the trails lead to the observation deck with spectacular views of the surrounding lakes. It's a great place to relax or swim in
good weather. But don't go into the water after you feed the fish - I won't elaborate! Jones Falls This castle with three castles and a turning pool has the highest lifespan on the waterway (58.4'/17.8m). There is a hiking trail, swimming, and places to stay at the bottom of the castle. This area is particularly
beautiful in autumn when the leaves turn color. The Great Stone Arch Dam above Jones Falls was the highest in the world in 1832 when it was completed! No, no. Built of interconnected conical vertical stones, it was called the Seventh Wonder of the World at the time, and is still the most impressive
engineering structure on the canal. To get there take the Redpath Trail (1 km) over a long bridge, past flight locks, visitor center, and Sweeney house to the dam. Shangri-La, south of the castles, offers a dock, food, fuel and toilet. (The Kenny Resort Hotel, at the bottom of the castles, closed in 2019 and
was put up for sale.) From here to Lake Rydo is one of the most beautiful small boat cruises in the world, passing though lakes controlled by dams: Sand Lake, Davis Lock, Opinicon Lake, Chaffeys Lock, Indian Lake, Clear Lake, and beautiful Lake Newborough. This whole area is full of cottages, quiet
bays and the first fishing. Slow down for the thugs who nest in this area! Moor in Davis Locks if you are looking for peace and quiet. Newborough From the beautiful Lake Newborough, you pass through a man-made canal in Newborough Lock. The city has restaurants and a small shop. It's the top of the
waterway, and the canal starts to stick out after Newboro Locks, so the buoys are in reverse direction. Red pointed buoys switch from the right side to the left (port side) and green flat buoys are now to your right (to the right side). (An old reminder of the red right return reminds you that the red buoys are
on the right when returning from the sea.) Opinicon Lodge, a fully renovated Chaffey's Locks hotel, is a friendly place that attracts a wide range of tourists, fishermen, rowers and boaters. The resort has a swimming pool, Jacuzzi, showers, laundry, food, water and a restaurant. (Opinicon is an Algonquin
word meaning a gap between two waters.) Dorothy's Fishing Lodge is a small resort with a restaurant. There is a place for fish and chips near the castle. Brown's Marina is a marina with a small grocery and wine shop. Rideau Lakes You can easily spend a week here if you like fishing, swimming, reading
and boat-watching. You can buy supplies in Westport, Portland and Perth. We took our first trips in a small rented boat to these lakes and were On boats. Unfortunately, the iconic loons we've been listening to in the evenings are now on the Threatened Species list (nests and chicks are lost in boat
wakes), but everything else is pretty much the same. Westport Westport is a very picturesque town in Upper Rydo with a public jetty where you can buy gas. The beer shop is in a long walk. Restaurants out has great selections such as Cove for lunch, dinner, live music and dancing, Tangle Gardens for
all-day meals, and Steves for pizza. The city owns its own phone and hydro-companies, and it was the first community in Canada (1996) to use freeze crystallization to turn sewage into snow! ... We moored there (3 bucks) and visited the city on foot. Full dock staff on hand who were excellent, they also
provided a map of the city of shops, toilets etc - Mark Allan on Facebook, Summer 2019 Narrow Castles - a great place to watch boats. Dock at the top for a great sunset view - unless it's windy! It is one of the few castles that can have waves blowing from the lake. Keep your binoculars handy. Colonel By
Island (formerly Livingston Island) is a recommended stop in Big Raido Lake. It is a taste of the noble life of the cottage of these lakes. Your canal mooring aisle is valid here as it is operated by Parks Canada. It has good docks, toilets, barbecues (bring briquettes), picnic tables, aged pit and a huge firepit
(bring wood, check for fire bans). Good swimming and trails. 48-hour camping only for boaters. Just remember, don't fish in the fish sanctuary! Portland Portland: Located in the southern part of Big Rydo Lake, cottage crowds of shops here - grocery store, shop, bank, liquor (LCBO) and beer shop. There
is also an art gallery and shop within walking distance. In the dock, they say Pizza Louis is good. Galley Restaurant, on the west side of the city, has a great view of the lake from their deck and provides a dock in front while you eat. Len's Cove Marina, a marina with a swimming pool, is also a reputable
boating broker. There are other berths and the city dock. Returning to the Rydo Waterway, you can get a dock, gas, diesel and a boat in the Rydo ferry harbour west of the bridge between Lake Big Rydo and Lake Lower Rydo. There is also a restaurant and a small shop with basic accessories. Perth -
The Tai Canal from Lake Lower Rideau has an amazing side trip, starting from Beveridge Castles (Lower and Upper) to the historic city of Perth, with many stone buildings built in the 1800s. The 11-kilometre (7-mile) cruise passes past Perth Wildlife Sanctuary about halfway along - watch at Tay Marsh
Lookout Tower on the left. It has a walking trail with deer, birds, snakes and turtles. Winding along the River Tay surrounded by tall grasses me from the Florida Everglades. The last duel camp in Perth provides a docking - this is where the last fateful duel was fought in Ontario. Small boats and boats can
pass under a low bridge to reach the Tay Basin in the city centre, where you will find restaurants, arts and crafts, as well as summer festivals. Murphy Point Provincial Park provides several small docks and a nice bay for anchors. If you are near the shore, watch out for wildlife. Burn or scrub the grill after
the barbecue and tuck anything that can attract bears or raccoons. Mosquitoes can be nasty along the waterway at certain times of the year, so pack long sleeves, repellent and something with Kane at the end of the title! (more) Smiths Falls Falls is a good place to buy supplies, as it is the largest city in
the central part of the canal. Restaurants, LCBO, Beer, Laundry, Canadian Bus and Walmart! Independent Grocer is a short walk from the castle, but you can get a taxi back. Victoria Park can moor many boats in the pool between the castles. There are shops and eateries on the main street by the
bridge. If the water tastes like sulfur, drink beer instead! Once you pass through the large castle, you may be allowed to tie to the wall at the Mariners Inn, which is a short walk from the supermarket and beer shop. You can also moor in the park between Smiths Falls separate castle and combined castle.
Get answers to all your channel questions at the Rideau Canal Visitor Information Center at 34 Beckwith Street next to the canal bridge. Merrickville This city is known as the Jewel of Rydo. This is a picturesque village where we first discovered the beauty of Rideau, renting a small cruiser from the
shipyard. Peter Ayling said we missed the best years on the waterway - of course we later said the same thing to new visitors! On the western edge of Merrickville is the Rideau Migratory Bird Sanctuary, an 800-hectare (2,800-acre) river - some of the best wetlands along the Rideau Waterway. This
harbour is possible due to the voluntary participation of landowners. It's not a park! Scientists from the Canadian Wildlife Service have calculated that the traffic of geese and ducks is comparable to what happens in the beachheads in Prince Edward County, Ontario and around Wolfe Island in Lake
Ontario. Merrickville has many shops on the canal where you can buy old books, art, sculpture, crafts, handmade clothing and antiques. Right next to the canal is the Canal Museum, as well as pubs and good restaurants. The historic village is full of stone buildings built of the same limestone as the
castles. Walk over the bridge to see the stone ruins - you'll see artists set up easels on a good day. It's easy to see why people come here on weekends to eat, shop and look at Burritts Rapids This is one of my favorite castles - quiet, good swimming, lots of lots space for docking, slow pace. It has
affordable power. There is a restaurant across the street with a washer and dry for boaters! The picturesque village has a wonderful walk along the Council-to-Type trail. The first bridge over the Rydo River was built here in 1824. It is interesting to note that the castle is located in the municipality of North
Grenville, but the villages of Burrits Rapids, Kars and Manotic on the north shore are part of the city of Ottawa (united 2006). Landing Beckets (Chart 1512) Fixed gap bridge is 6.7 m. Check with the lockmaster on water levels that affect the gaps and depths on the charts. You will pass the Rydo River
Provincial Park on the north shore, but it does not have any funds for boats. After passing under the bridges in Kemptville, there is a marina on the right. Baxter Reserve is on the west coast - you may be lucky to see Bob Harlow's Ice Cream Float boat anchored there on a summer afternoon selling cones
to people on the beach. If he's not busy, he sells passing boats. Kars There's a low concrete day dock in the village of Kars. The convenience store is a 5-minute walk away. (map) To the north is a small marina (pictured). In front of the stationary bridge there is a marina with a full range of services. Just
behind the bridge is the Swan Pub on Rydo in tudor-stay with a guest dock for the restaurant's visitors. Next to it is a marina with a swimming pool. As you continue north, you will encounter fishing boats, canoes, kayaks, paddleboards, and swimmers - as well as ski boats and large cruisers carrying fast!
As the river narrows, Kelly Landing on the right (east bank) offers gas, a small shop, and a lunch dock on the beautiful water side patio. Manotic Marina on the west bank in the high-speed zone - this is where we kept our first boat! The Manotic Beautiful and historic village of Manotic is your best stop for
supplies before entering the canal. You can use the day dock at Mahogany Harbor (or anchor), named after the mahogany boats that belong to members of the Manotick Classic Boat Club (MCBC). You can find a 15-meter (50-foot) day dock and boat docks down the side canal of the Rideau Waterway.
Here's a map showing the channel in the day dock. Turn west on the noz N138 into the side channel of the Rydo River and slowly travel 700 meters (half a million). As the river expands you will see the day dock to your left. It's 300m upstream from Watson's Mill Dam, so watch out for the current. Climb
the stairs and turn right onto Manotick Main Street and then left on Currier St. to the Mews Shopping Center. It has Robinson Independent Grocer, Rexall Pharmacy, Home Hardware, Beer Store, LCBO Liquor, Pet Store, CIBC, Clothing, Shoes, and several restaurants. Stay on Manotic Main Street for
more time shopping and restaurants. At 5 The historic site is Watson's Mill and Dickinson House. You can take it for free and buy books about the Rideau canal, stone flour and bread, and feed nearby ducks (kids love it). The Transportation House has a used bookstore. The gazebo in A.J. Jackson Park
across the river is perfect for photos. On the east side of the bridge over the main waterway canal (Bridge St and River Rd.) is a Chinese takeaway, pizza cafe with excellent breakfast, Tim Horton, TD Bank, Drug Buyers. (The gas station is being built in 2019). The waterway continues through the Blacks
Rapids Lockstation, where the coastline becomes more urban. It's a great place to stay, fish, and picnic for visitors on the water or land. As you approach Hog Back Lock, you will pass the beach and park on the right. The lock has a drawbridge that runs on schedule (Parks Canada link below). South of
the castle, the spectacular Hogs Back Falls marks the separation of the Rideau River to the east. The city canal begins with concrete walls, fences and walkways. Hartwells Castles can see dozens of boats can pass through their two castles on a busy day, while hundreds of bikes and pedestrians cross
the castle doors between The University of Carlton and the experimental farm. Lockmaster organizes this 4-way movement. Heading north to Lake Doe, you'll host Canada's Experimental Farm, an urban agricultural research station including acres of trees, flowers, greenhouses, barns and trails! The
Arboretum is a water park with almost every tree labeled. Rock gardens are a favorite for wedding photos and Fletcher Wild Flower Garden is a natural paradise. The Dow's Lake Pavilion has a docked marina, unleaded gas and diesel, as well as restaurants. Boats can also tie along the board on foot.
The canal runs east of the lake in downtown Ottawa, past the University of Ottawa, at Ottawa Castle, located between Parliament Hill, Chateau Laurier Hotel, Bytown Museum, National Arts Center (NAC), and Show Center (convention), and Rydo Center (shopping). There is a tourist kiosk at NAC (613-
239-5000 1-800-363-4465). Woodward Market and the National Gallery are a short walk north. It's the heart of downtown, Canada's best city for touring and shopping on foot. Opposite the NAC, just above the Ottawa station, is 150 meters (500') docking along the wall of the eastern canal with several
outlets. Across the street, the Westin Hotel charges a day to use the pool, shower, etc. The City of Ottawa, the RCMP and the National Capital Commission coordinated patrols and security cameras in Ottawa Locks, the most popular stop along the waterway. It would be wise to adopt city rules: dock with
other boats that will recognize strangers, give everyone a police number (not emergency 613-236-1222 ext. 7300), and always block a boat with movable equipment stacked when you leave the boat even for a few The canal, Colonel By Drive is closed to traffic Sunday morning in the summer from 9am to
1pm for cyclists, line skaters, runners and pedestrians. Rent a bike near Ottawa castles. Ottawa has an impressive flight of 8 castles lifting boats 24 meters (79 feet) down to the Ottawa River, taking 2 hours or more. This scene is duplicated in numerous paintings and photographs of the Canadian capital.
At the bottom of the castles, there are 45 meters (150') government docks in the Ottawa River. The Rockcliffe boat is 2 km east of the Ontario coast, and Hull Marina is on the coast of quebec. The Ottawa River flows southeast to Montreal and the St. Lawrence River west to Lake Ontario or east of the
world. There are festivals all summer near the canal. Tulip Fesival in May offers a boat flotilla just after the canal opens during the season. Beautiful flowerbeds surround Lake Dawes and across the canal to Parliament Hill. Winter turns the canal into the world's longest ice rink, marked by the Winterlude
Festival in February. Mute swans can be seen in the Rido River from Hogs Back Falls to Rydo Falls on the Ottawa River. They are descendants of swans, which were donated to the city by the queen Elizabeth II as part of the centenary of Canada 1967. (Ottawa Boat Links) Canadian Capital of Ottawa is
warm to winter, turning their frozen rivers and lakes into ice rinks! In Ottawa, the Rydo Canal is turning into the world's longest ice rink (7.8 km), which in early February hosts the Winterlude Carnival, which sells unique beaver tails! So - it's a river! ? River? corrected Rat. And you really live by the river?
What a fun life! On him and with him, and on him, and in it , said the Rat. It's brother and sister to me and my aunt and company and food and drink and (naturally) washing. This is my world, and I don't want another. What he hasn't got is not worth having and what he doesn't know doesn't work knowing.
Lord! The times we spent together! Whether it's winter or summer, spring or autumn, it's always got its pleasure, and it???s a thrill.?       The wind in Kenneth Grahame's willows (read) is the best place to be when it's 35 degrees Celsius half in the water and half in the bag. - From the online forum Rideau
Locks runs from the Victoria Day weekend to Thanksgiving in mid-October. From mid-June to early September, the hours are usually 9am - 6pm during the week and 9am - 7pm on weekends. The days are usually shorter in spring and autumn. In spring/autumn, call 613-359-5377 to pre-book Beveridges
Lock (Tay Canal) in 48 hours. Parks Canada Rideau Channel Schedule Contacts and Information Government Directories - for links to Canada's Parks, Rideau Waterway, rules, travel information, and charts. Request an information package about Rideau from: Rideau Channel Headquarters 613-283-
5170 34a Beckwith St. South Toll: 1-800-230-0016 (Can/U.S.) Smiths Falls, Ont. K7A 2A8 FAX: 613-283-0677 Email: rideaucanal_info@pch.gc.ca Kingston Mills is the official Canadian Border Phone site. If this is the first landing for American boaters, they can legally enter Canada and get their customs
report number here. Canadian Customs and Immigration: For U.S. boaters entering the Rydo Canal from the U.S. or Canada, boaters returning from the U.S. Toll-free: 1-800-267-0976 1-800-267-0976
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